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The Barbary Coast was then the stronghold of the Berber pirates, which carried out raids against European and
American ships. The Dey was forced to sign the Barbary treaties , while the technological advance of U.
French conquest of Algeria The French colonial empire in The conquest of Algeria was initiated in the last
days of the Bourbon Restoration by Charles X , as an attempt to increase his popularity amongst the French
people, particularly in Paris, where many veterans of the Napoleonic Wars lived. His intention was to bolster
patriotic sentiment, and distract attention from ineptly handled domestic policies by "skirmishing against the
dey". Bacri and Boushnak, and was in arrears paying them. These merchants, Bacri and Boushnak who had
debts to the dey, claimed inability to pay those debts until France paid its debts to them. The dey had
unsuccessfully negotiated with Pierre Deval , the French consul, to rectify this situation, and he suspected
Deval of collaborating with the merchants against him, especially when the French government made no
provisions for repaying the merchants in Charles X used this slight against his diplomatic representative to
first demand an apology from the dey, and then to initiate a blockade against the port of Algiers. France
demanded that the dey send an ambassador to France to resolve the incident. When the dey responded with
cannon fire directed toward one of the blockading ships, the French determined that more forceful action was
required. The Restoration finally decided to blockade Algiers for three years, but the overpowering presence
of the French naval force prevented an incursion beyond the coastal perimeter. Meanwhile, the Berber pirates
were able to exploit the geography of the coast with ease. Before the failure of the blockade, the Restoration
decided on 31 January to engage a military expedition against Algiers. In response to the French, the Algerian
dey ordered an opposition consisting of 7, janissaries , 19, troops from the beys of Constantine and Oran , and
about 17, Kabyles. The French established a strong beachhead and pushed toward Algiers, thanks in part to
superior artillery and better organization. The dey agreed to surrender in exchange for his freedom and the
offer to retain possession of his personal wealth. Five days later, he exiled himself with his family, departing
on a French ship for the Italian peninsula , then under the control of the Austrian Empire. The French army
then recruited the first zouaves a title given to certain light infantry regiments in October, followed by the
spahis regiments, while France expropriated all the land properties belonging to the Turkish settlers, known as
Beliks. In the western region of Oran , Sultan Abderrahmane of Morocco , the Commander of the Believers,
could not remain indifferent to the massacres committed by the French Christian troops and to belligerent calls
to enter jihad from the marabouts. The latter would fight for years against the French. Directing an army of 12,
men, Abd El-Kader first organized the blockade of Oran. Algerian refugees were welcomed by the Moroccan
population, while the Sultan recommended that the authorities of Tetuan assist them, by providing jobs in the
administration or the military forces. Abderrahmane thus named his nephew, Prince Moulay Ali , as Caliph of
Tlemcen, charged with the protection of the city. In retaliation France executed two Moroccans: Mohamed
Beliano and Benkirane as spies, while their goods were seized by the military governor of Oran, General
Boyer. Hardly had the news of the capture of Algiers reached Paris than Charles X was deposed during the
Three Glorious Days of July , and his cousin Louis-Philippe , the "citizen king", was named to preside over a
constitutional monarchy. The new government, composed of liberal opponents of the Algiers expedition, was
reluctant to pursue the conquest begun by the old regime, but withdrawing from Algeria proved more difficult
than conquering it. The war had killed approximately , indigenous Algerians since A long shadow of
genocidal hatred persisted, provoking a French author to protest in that in Algeria, "we hear it repeated every
day that we must expel the native and if necessary destroy him. He was recalled in due to the overtly violent
nature of the repression. Wishing to avoid a conflict with Morocco, Louis-Philippe sent an extraordinary
mission to the Sultan, mixed with displays of military might, sending war ships to the bay of Tangiers. The
Sultan, however, refused French demands to evacuate Tlemcen. In , France annexed the occupied areas of
Algeria, which had an estimated Muslim population of about two million, as a colony. Marshal Bugeaud , who
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became the first governor-general, headed the conquest. Soon after the conquest of Algiers, the
soldier-politician Bertrand Clauzel and others formed a company to acquire agricultural land and, despite
official discouragement, to subsidize its settlement by European farmers, triggering a land rush. Clauzel
recognized the farming potential of the Mitidja Plain and envisioned the production there of cotton on a large
scale. As governor general â€”36 , he used his office to make private investments in land and encouraged
army officers and bureaucrats in his administration to do the same. This development created a vested interest
among government officials in greater French involvement in Algeria. Commercial interests with influence in
the government also began to recognize the prospects for profitable land speculation in expanding the French
zone of occupation. They created large agricultural tracts, built factories and businesses, and hired local labor.
Among others testimonies, Lieutenant-colonel Lucien de Montagnac wrote on 15 March , in a letter to a
friend: All populations who do not accept our conditions must be despoiled. Everything must be seized,
devastated, without age or sex distinction: Who wants the end wants the means, whatever may say our
philanthropists. I personally warn all good soldiers whom I have the honour to lead that if they happen to bring
me a living Arab, they will receive a beating with the flat of the saber This is how, my dear friend, we must
make war against Arabs: In one word, annihilate all who will not crawl beneath our feet like dogs. France had
reason for concern that Britain , which was pledged to maintain the territorial integrity of the Ottoman Empire,
would move to fill the vacuum left by a French pullout. The French devised elaborate plans for settling the
hinterland left by Ottoman provincial authorities in , but their efforts at state building were unsuccessful on
account of lengthy armed resistance. Capture of Constantine by French troops, 13 October The most
successful local opposition immediately after the fall of Algiers was led by Ahmad ibn Muhammad , bey of
Constantine. He initiated a radical overhaul of the Ottoman administration in his beylik by replacing Turkish
officials with local leaders, making Arabic the official language, and attempting to reform finances according
to the precepts of Islam. Historians generally set the indigenous population of Algeria at one and a half million
in As occupation turned into colonization, Kabylie remained the only region independent of the French
government. Pressure on the region increased, and the will of her people to resist and defend Kabylie
increased as well. He was probably an ex-lieutenant in the army of Emir Abdelkader , defeated for the last
time by the French in Bou Baghla refused to surrender at that battle, and retreated to Kabylie. From there he
began a war against the French armies and their allies, often employing guerrilla tactics. Bou Baghla was a
relentless fighter, and very eloquent in Arabic. He was very religious, and some legends tell about his
thaumaturgic skills. Bou Baghla went often to Summer to talk with the high-ranking members of the religious
community, and Lalla Fadhma was soon attracted by his strong personality. At the same time, the relentless
combatant was attracted by a woman so resolutely willing to contribute, by any means possible, to the war
against the French. With her inspiring speeches, she convinced many men to fight as imseblen volunteers
ready to die as martyrs and she herself, together with other women, participated in combat by providing
cooking, medicines, and comfort to the fighting forces. Traditional sources tell that a strong bond was formed
between Lalla Fadhma and Bou Baghla. She saw this as a wedding of peers, rather than the traditional
submission as a slave to a husband. However he did not agree to, even when offered large bribes. The love
between Fadhma and Bou remained platonic, but there were public expressions of this feeling between the
two. Fadhma was personally present at many fights in which Bou Baghla was involved, particularly the battle
of Tachekkirt won by Bou Baghla forces 18â€”19 July , where the French General Randon was caught but
managed to escape later. On 26 December , Bou Baghla was killed; some sources claim it was due to the
treason of some of his allies. The resistance remained without a charismatic leader and a commander able to
guide it efficiently. For this reason, during the first months of , on a sanctuary built on top of the Azru Nethor
peak, not far from the village where Fadhma was born, there was a great council among combatants and
important figures of the tribes in Kabylie. They decided to grant Lalla Fadhma, assisted by her brothers, the
command of combat. Abd al Qadir, who was recognized as Amir al-Muminin commander of the faithful ,
quickly gained the support of tribes throughout Algeria. A devout and austere marabout, he was also a cunning
political leader and a resourceful warrior. From his capital in Tlemcen , Abd al Qadir set about building a
territorial Muslim state based on the communities of the interior but drawing its strength from the tribes and
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religious brotherhoods. By , he controlled more than two-thirds of Algeria. His government maintained an
army and a bureaucracy, collected taxes, supported education, undertook public works, and established
agricultural and manufacturing cooperatives to stimulate economic activity. The French in Algiers viewed
with concern the success of a Muslim government and the rapid growth of a viable territorial state that barred
the extension of European settlement. Abd al Qadir fought running battles across Algeria with French forces,
which included units of the Foreign Legion, organized in for Algerian service. Although his forces were
defeated by the French under General Thomas Bugeaud in , Abd al Qadir negotiated a favorable peace treaty
the next year. To provoke new hostilities, the French deliberately broke the treaty in by occupying
Constantine. Abd al Qadir took up the holy war again, destroyed the French settlements on the Mitidja Plain,
and at one point advanced to the outskirts of Algiers itself. He struck where the French were weakest and
retreated when they advanced against him in greater strength. The government moved from camp to camp
with the amir and his army. Gradually, however, superior French resources and manpower and the defection of
tribal chieftains took their toll. Reinforcements poured into Algeria after until Bugeaud had at his disposal ,
men, one-third of the French army. Battle of Smala , 16 May French troops disembarking on the island of
Mogador , in Essaouira bay in Abd al Qadir took refuge in with his ally, the sultan of Morocco , Abd ar
Rahman II , and launched raids into Algeria. A French force was destroyed at the Battle of Sidi-Brahim in
Abd al Qadir was promised safe conduct to Egypt or Palestine if his followers laid down their arms and kept
the peace.
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Archaeological evidence suggests that early hominids inhabited China between 2. Many independent states
eventually emerged from the weakened Zhou state and continually waged war with each other in the year
Spring and Autumn period , only occasionally deferring to the Zhou king. Most of the present structure,
however, dates to the Ming dynasty. His dynasty also conquered the Yue tribes in Guangxi , Guangdong , and
Vietnam. Han involvement in Central Asia and Sogdia helped establish the land route of the Silk Road ,
replacing the earlier path over the Himalayas to India. Han China gradually became the largest economy of the
ancient world. At its end, Wei was swiftly overthrown by the Jin dynasty. The Jin fell to civil war upon the
ascension of a developmentally-disabled emperor ; the Five Barbarians then invaded and ruled northern China
as the Sixteen States. The various successors of these states became known as the Northern and Southern
dynasties , with the two areas finally reunited by the Sui in The Sui restored the Han to power through China,
reformed its agriculture and economy, constructed the Grand Canal , and patronized Buddhism. However, they
fell quickly when their conscription for public works and a failed war with Korea provoked widespread unrest.
However, it was devastated and weakened by the An Shi Rebellion in the 8th century. The Song dynasty
ended the separatist situation in , leading to a balance of power between the Song and Khitan Liao. The Song
was the first government in world history to issue paper money and the first Chinese polity to establish a
permanent standing navy which was supported by the developed shipbuilding industry along with the sea
trade. The Song dynasty also saw a revival of Confucianism , in response to the growth of Buddhism during
the Tang, [81] and a flourishing of philosophy and the arts, as landscape art and porcelain were brought to new
levels of maturity and complexity. The remnants of the Song retreated to southern China. In , the Mongol
leader Kublai Khan established the Yuan dynasty ; the Yuan conquered the last remnant of the Song dynasty
in Before the Mongol invasion, the population of Song China was million citizens; this was reduced to 60
million by the time of the census in Under the Ming dynasty, China enjoyed another golden age, developing
one of the strongest navies in the world and a rich and prosperous economy amid a flourishing of art and
culture. It was during this period that Zheng He led the Ming treasure voyages throughout the world, reaching
as far as Africa. With the budding of capitalism, philosophers such as Wang Yangming further critiqued and
expanded Neo-Confucianism with concepts of individualism and equality of four occupations. The Chongzhen
Emperor committed suicide when the city fell. End of dynastic rule A 19th-century depiction of the Taiping
Rebellion â€” The Qing dynasty , which lasted from until , was the last imperial dynasty of China. Its conquest
of the Ming â€” cost 25 million lives and the economy of China shrank drastically. China was forced to pay
compensation, open treaty ports, allow extraterritoriality for foreign nationals, and cede Hong Kong to the
British [93] under the Treaty of Nanking , the first of the Unequal Treaties. The Qing dynasty also began
experiencing internal unrest in which tens of millions of people died, especially in the White Lotus Rebellion ,
the failed Taiping Rebellion that ravaged southern China in the s and s and the Dungan Revolt â€”77 in the
northwest. The initial success of the Self-Strengthening Movement of the s was frustrated by a series of
military defeats in the s and s. In the 19th century, the great Chinese diaspora began. Losses due to emigration
were added to by conflicts and catastrophes such as the Northern Chinese Famine of â€”79 , in which between
9 and 13 million people died. The ill-fated anti-foreign Boxer Rebellion of â€” further weakened the dynasty.
Although Cixi sponsored a program of reforms, the Xinhai Revolution of â€”12 brought an end to the Qing
dynasty and established the Republic of China. Republic of China â€” Main article: Republic of China â€”
Yuan Shikai left and Sun Yat-sen right with flags representing the early republic. In the face of popular
condemnation and opposition from his own Beiyang Army , he was forced to abdicate and re-establish the
republic. Its Beijing-based government was internationally recognized but virtually powerless; regional
warlords controlled most of its territory.
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It is an opportunity for us to reflect on the language and ideas that represented each year. So, take a stroll
down memory lane to remember all of our past Word of the Year selections. Unlike in , change was no longer
a campaign slogan. But, the term still held a lot of weight. The national debate can arguably be summarized by
the question: In the past two years, has there been enough change? Has there been too much? Meanwhile,
many Americans continue to face change in their homes, bank accounts and jobs. Only time will tell if the
latest wave of change Americans voted for in the midterm elections will result in a negative or positive
outcome. Tergiversate This rare word was chosen to represent because it described so much of the world
around us. And so, we named tergiversate the Word of the Year. Bluster In a year known for the Occupy
movement and what became known as the Arab Spring, our lexicographers chose bluster as their Word of the
Year for Privacy We got serious in From the pervading sense of vulnerability surrounding Ebola to the
visibility into acts of crime or misconduct that ignited critical conversations about race, gender, and violence,
various senses of exposure were out in the open this year. Identity Fluidity of identity was a huge theme in
Racial identity also held a lot of debate in , after Rachel Dolezal, a white woman presenting herself as a black
woman, said she identified as biracial or transracial. Our Word of the Year in reflected the many facets of
identity that surfaced that year. Xenophobia In , we selected xenophobia as our Word of the Year. Despite
being chosen as the Word of the Year, xenophobia is not to be celebrated. It was a year of real awakening to
complicity in various sectors of society, from politics to pop culture. From our Word of the Year
announcement: Our choice for Word of the Year is as much about what is visible as it is about what is not. We
must not let this continue to be the norm. If we do, then we are all complicit.
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The word complicit sprung up in conversations in about those who spoke out against powerful figures and institutions
and about those who stayed silent. It was a year of real awakening to complicity in various sectors of society, from
politics to pop culture.
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